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“A supercomputer takes a compute-bound problem
and turns it into an I/O-bound problem” 

Prof. Ken Batcher
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• Cray XC30

• 4920 nodes

• 12 core Intel Ivy bridge (64 GB)

• High-performance Lustre storage 
system

• Cray Aries interconnect
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ARCHER
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• Gain better understanding of performance issues in a complex workload for a 
shared HPC system

• Quite often some shared resource is a bottleneck
• Our focus at the moment is on I/O
• Based on statistics available from LAPCAT - collects the Lustre stats over 

Cerebro and stores them in a mysql DB on a management server
• Our approaches:

• Extend work done at HLRS (looking at network contention)
• Directly gain insights from statistics and aggregations.

• We have built a framework to triage problems and support analysis
• Eventually: Fast triage, early warning, ‘health’ status
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LASSi: The Big Picture
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ARCHER & LASSi
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A different approach based on risks

The simplest way to look at risks is perhaps:

● In isolation, slowdown will happen only when an application does more IO 
than expected (for example due to a configuration or code change)

● Also users will report slowdown only when they encounter more IO in a 
filesystem than expected

● We will use this idea as a metric for risks
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Risk metrics

● 𝓍 is any IO operation OSS or MDS

● Risk is calculated for each application run

● We use averages for IO operation for each filesystem

● We calculate risk as 
scale of deviation from 𝛼 times the 𝑎𝑣𝑔 on a filesystem  

● Higher value of risk denotes a higher risk of slowdown

Sivalingam, Richardson, Tate and Lafferty

To characterise situations that cause slowdown means considering raw I/O rate, metadata operations and
quality (size) of I/O operations. For example, Lustre filesystem usage is optimal when at least 1 MB is read
or written for each operation (read_ops or write_ops). Comparing the read_mb, write_mb with the read_-
ops and write_ops from Table 1, we can infer that the reads are usually sub-optimal (⌧ 1MB) compared to
writes.

The central metadata server can sustain a certain rate of metadata operations, above which any metadata
request from any application or group of applications will cause slowdown. To provide the type of analysis
required, LASSi must comprehend this complex mixture of different applications with widely different
read/write patterns, the metadata operations running at the same time and how these interact and affect each
other. This requirement informs the LASSi metrics definition.

3.2 Definition of Metrics

Metrics for quantity and quality of application I/O operations must be defined. We first define the risk for
any OSS or MDS operation x on a filesystem f s as

risk f s(x) =
x�a ⇤avg f s(x)

a ⇤avg f s(x)
(2)

a is a scaling factor and is set arbitrarily to 2 for this analysis. The risk metric measures the deviation
of Lustre operations from the (scaled) average on a filesystem. A higher value indicates higher risk of
slowdown to a filesystem.

We introduce metrics riskoss and riskmds that accumulate risks to OSS and MDS respectively. Non-positive
risk contributions are always ignored.

riskoss = riskread_kb + riskread_ops + riskwrite_kb + riskwrite_ops + riskother (3)

riskmds = riskopen + riskclose + riskgetattr + risksetattr + riskmkdir

+ riskrmdir + riskmknod + risklink + riskunlink + riskren

+ riskgetxattr + risksetxattr + riskstat f s + risksync + riskcdr + risksdr

(4)

The above metric measures the quantity of I/O operations, but not the quality. On Lustre 1 MB is the optimal
size for read or write per operation. We need a measure of the quality of application reads and writes. We
define the following metric

read_kb_ops =
read_ops⇤1024

read_kb
(5)

write_kb_ops =
write_ops⇤1024

write_kb
(6)

The read or write quality is optimal when read_kb_ops = 1 or write_kb_ops = 1. A value of
read_kb_ops >> 1 or write_kb_ops >> 1 denotes poor quality read and writes. In general, risk measures
the quantity of I/O and ops measures the quality.

3.3 LASSi Architecture

LASSi analytics consists of a complex workflow of data movement across different components developed
in PySpark (http://spark.apache.org/docs/2.2.0/api/python/pyspark.html) - a Python API for Spark - C and
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Quality

Quantity

Metrics for IO
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Architecture

Daily Workflow
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LASSi – a tool for real-time analysis.

● Provides an automated workflow

● Risk metrics can be fine tuned by assigning weights

● Risk model has been validated by comparison with actual 
reported slowdown incidents 

● The existing automated process could be easily extended to 
enable real-time analysis (daily)

● Generates daily reports for ARCHER helpdesk and Cray support
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Examples of displays for helpdesk (risk)
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Example of displays for helpdesk - daily risk to oss
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Example of displays for helpdesk - daily risk to mds
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What can LASSi offer?
● A coarse IO profile of each application running 

● Identification of abnormal filesystem IO usage

● Identification of abnormal application IO usage

● Identification of exact times when the filesystem is at risk of slowdown

● Identification of exact applications causing the risk of slowdown

● A prototype towards real-time analysis of risks and triggers
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• Mesoscale Engineering           :  lammps, Foam
• Turbulence :  HYDRA, incompact3D, solver
• Combustion                              :  boffin, senga, Foam
• Ocean Science                        :   OPA, Nemo, mitgcmuv
• AstroPhysics and Cosmology  :  UKRmol
• GeoPhysics and Seismology   :  vasp, buildcell, axisem3d, wein2k
• Atomistic Simulation                :  castep, vasp, elk
• Material Chemistry                  :  aims, vasp, nwchem
• Climate Science                      :  UM_atmos, mitgcmuv, nemo, wrf

ARCHER Projects

17
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ARCHER: Read ~ 59 PB, Write ~ 192 PB
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ARCHER: Read ~ 59 PB, Write ~ 192 PB
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• Technology
• Initial Exascale systems will still use Lustre (gperformant with NVRAM)
• We are likely to move to object store (key-value store as backend)
• On top of this will use standard APIs like MPI-IO, NetCDF, HDF5
• Will still want a POSIX layer (with its scaling limitations)
• Projects like DAOS are interesting with increasing AI, Big Data applications

• Instrumentation and analysis still important
• Can we spot trends in applications/science as we move forward?
• Are we seeing changes today on ARCHER?

So what about Exascale?

21
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Read/Write in ARCHER
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Metadata operations in ARCHER
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Risk to OSS in ARCHER
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Risk to MDS in ARCHER
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Risk to OSS vs MDS
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Read vs Write quality
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Read vs Write quality
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Risk/quality profile of Climate/NWP applications
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Risk/quality profile of Python applications
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Risk/quality profile of CFD applications
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CP2K run in task farm (24 task)
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Python application RW size
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Python application RW size
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• LASSi provides an application-centric, non-invasive approach based on 
metrics to analyse slowdown due to IO

• Valuable in understanding application I/O behaviour on ARCHER

• Different communities/applications stress the filesystem in different ways

• For some communities these requirements are changing rapidly as the scale 
up

• Need to work with Project managers, Scientists and application developers to 
manage IO requirements and demands

• Continuous monitoring and analysis important in Exascale resource 
management.

Summary
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